(l) it applies only to quadratic Hamiltonians or to Hamiltonians that, on the basis of special conservation laws, can be projected onto subspaces in which they become quadratic, and (2) it assumes that the single-particle spectrum of the model Hamiltonian is that of a conduction band with uniform phase shifts. Taken together, these two premises apply only to fixed-point Hamiltonians, in 
Equation (14) is solved iteratively. For N=O, it determines co.
For N )0, Eq. (16) -"/2/2 (n ))I, ek=Dk, and z=l) . (18) As N decreases, therefore, both sides of Eq. (14) become small. Since neither of the two terms on the righthand side diminishes appreciably, the small cN must be computed from the difference between two relatively large numbers and for N ) 8' the procedure grows inaccurate.
In practice, this problem is minor. Quadrupuleprecision numerical computations make 8'~1 0, and symbolic-manipulation programs make 8' arbitrarily large. On the other hand, as shown following, for N~00 an asymptotic expression for the cN can be easily derived.
As it turns out, this expression, denoted f N, describes accurately (to four significant digits, ty ically) the eN even for N as small as 10. Thus, for N~=10 Eqs. (14) and (15) (2) - (4) In general, therefore,
I(FIcd In & I'
the upper (lower) sign applying for positive (negative) E.
The right-hand side of this equation, comprising a sequence of 5 functions, must be smoothed to produce a continuous spectral density. To this end, we integrate pd over the discretization parameter z:
pd(e)= f pd(E)dz= f g uj+8(E E, +)dz . By contrast, for s =min(I,~e d~), as Eq. (43) indicates, the yj+ depend strongly on E +, hence on z, so that Eq.
(64) is a poor approximation, and Eq. (56) badly underestimates the spectral density pd(e). In this case, the generalized discretization in Fig. 1 is indispensable.
As an illustration, Fig. 2 shows the spectral densities computed from Eqs. (60) and (63) Fig. 2(a) this region contains the resonance maximum. In Fig. 2(b ' In conclusion, the discretization in Fig. 1 We want to determine the coefficients s'" in Eqs. (Al) and (A2). As a preliminary step, for given integer N and non-negative integer power n &N, we will demonstrate the following identity: fg(H~)"f0~0)=-0 (0&n &N), 
